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As a result of recent biotechnological advancements, there is
a great need for the development of affordable and sensitive
instrumentation that can rapidly, quantitatively, and reproducibly1

detect small variations in sequence and length of nucleic acids.
Traditional techniques, such as gel electrophoresis, PCR (polym-
erase chain reaction), immunoassays, and membrane blots are
inexpensive, but they are also time-consuming, often generate
harmful wastes, and usually only provide either sequence or length
of nucleic acids. This work applies a powerful but underutilized
technique, angle-dependent light scattering2 combined with fractal
dimension3 analysis (ADLS/FD), to detect the hybridization of
Au-DNA nanoparticles to oligonucleotides of complementary
sequence. We show that the ADLS/FD signal is uniquely sensitive
to both concentration and length of an oligo-target. Further, this
technique is well-suited for monitoring morphological changes
during the fabrication of Au-DNA aggregates which are being
proposed as building blocks for the construction of nanostructure
architectures.4

The hybridization strategy used in this work is based on the
principle first shown by Mirkin.5 In their work, it was demon-
strated that thiol-modified oligonucleotides covalently attached
to gold nanoparticles (Au-DNA probe) hybridize to a target
single-strand oligonucleotide of complementary sequence (oligo-
target) in a liquid sample, forming a network of DNA and Au
nanoparticles (Scheme 1). In Mirkin’s work, UV-vis absorption
of Au nanoparticles was used to detect DNA hybridization.

The ADLS apparatus (see Supporting Information) used in this
work was constructed from off-the shelf optical components.
Hybridization samples consisted of 0.1 pM of Au-DNA probe
and oligo-target concentrations ranging from 0 to 2500 nM. The
Au-DNA probes6 consisted of 100 nm gold nanoparticles
separately modified with either 3′- or 5′-end hexanethiol-
functionalized oligonucleotide. The concentration of Au-DNA
probes was determined by absorbance measurements at 575 nm
using an extinction coefficient7 of 1.62 × 1011 M-1 cm-1. The
oligo-targets8 consisted of synthesized oligonucleotides of either
21 or 30 bases in length where the nine-base sequence on the 3′-
and 5′-ends are complementary to the sequences of the Au-DNA

probes. After samples were prepared, they were simultaneously
put through three heat and cool cycles (Supporting Information)
and incubated for 24 h at 4°C.

Researchers in the fields of material and combustion sciences
have used ADLS and fractal dimension analysis in the study of
structure and formation of colloidal and soot aggregates.9,10Fractal
dimension can be defined as self-similar structures across scales.2

We believe that an aggregate of Au-DNA nanoparticles as-
sembled by the hybridization of Au-DNA probes to their oligo-
target is a good example of fractal structure. Fractal theory11

postulates that the relationship between the number of primary
particles (N) in a fractal aggregate and its radius of gyration (Rg)
obeys the relationship:12

The angle-dependent light-scattering signal is related to the fractal
dimension of an aggregate according to

whereI(q) is the angle-dependent scattered light intensity,q(θ)
is the scattering wavevector13 which is a function of the scattering
angle (θ) and wavelength of incident light (λ), and Df is the fractal
dimension of the scattering aggregate. This relationship results
from the interference between the scattered electromagnetic waves
from the individual particles forming the fractal aggregate.14

Figure 1 shows the scattering signals for 30° e θ e 150° for
the Au-DNA hybridization with different concentrations of oligo-
target. As the scattering intensity integrated across all angles
increases with target concentrations, these results are consistent
with literature results,15 where UV-vis measurements have shown
that extinction increases as a function of target concentration. As
suggested above, analyses of the angle dependence of the
scattering signal can be used to determine both Rg and Df and
thus unveil details of the aggregate morphology. A Guinier plot
4a,16 allows the determination of the radius of gyration of an
aggregate from the analysis of scattering intensity,I(q), at low
scattering angles. Under these conditions,
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Thus, Rg may be obtained from the slope of a plot of the natural
logarithm of I(q) as a function of the square of the scattering
wavevector:

The fractal dimension (Df) can also be extracted from the angle-
dependent scattering data. From eq 2 it can be seen that the
negative of the slope of the log of the normalized angle-dependent
scattering signal versus the log of wavevectorq(θ) yields the
fractal dimension. This relationship is only valid at small angles
(whenq(θ) e 0.010 nm-1). Both the fractal dimension and Guinier
analyses are shown in Figure 1.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the analyses performed on
the data presented in Figure 1. Both the radius of gyration and
the fractal dimension are found to be sensitive to target concentra-
tion. However, the latter shows a much greater sensitivity. The
increase in aggregate density (as shown by the increase in Df
with oligo-target concentration) is likely the outcome of increased
intraparticle cross-linking at higher oligo-target concentration. The
exponential dependence of the signal intensity on Df (eq 2) makes
this method very sensitive and therefore ideal for detecting an
oligo-target DNA fragment using Au-DNA probes.

The data of Figure 1 suggest that the morphology of the
aggregates can be measurably altered by target concentration.

Figure 2 shows that the fractal dimension is also dependent on
the length of the oligo-target, effectively increasing the spacing
between the primary particles. To demonstrate this sensitivity,
we compared the fractal dimension values for two systems with
different oligo-target lengths: one in which the Au-DNA probe
hybridizes to a 21-base long oligo-target, and the other in which
the Au-DNA probe hybridizes to a 30-base long oligo-target.
Each concentration of target showed lower Df values for the
system containing the 30-base long oligo-target, in comparison
to the one containing 21-base long oligo-target, indicative of more
swollen and better solvated clusters11b for the former. Further,
the increase in fractal dimension with concentration for both
lengths of oligo-target further suggests a transition from string
like aggregates (when Df is near unity) to denser, more compact
structures at higher fractal dimesnion.11b

This study has illustrated the proof-of-concept of a technique
that has the unique feature of simultaneously being sensitive to
both concentration and length of a oligo-target. In addition, the
presented apparatus consists of compact and inexpensive instru-
mentation, which could be readily incorporated into a portable
instrument. Complementary techniques for determining aggregate
structure, such as microscopy, require sample drying or other
sample manipulations that can induce changes in the structure of
these aggregates. Consequently, these techniques may produce
results that do not reflect the actual structure of the Au-DNA
aggregates in solutions. Finally, increasing attention has been paid
to nanotechnology research, and more specifically, to using
biological molecules as building blocks for building nanoscale
structures. We feel that the methodology presented in this paper
could be applied to the in situ analysis of nanostructure formation
dynamics and morphology in a liquid environment.
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Figure 1. (Top) ADLS signal vs light-scattering angle for the hybridiza-
tion of Au-DNA probes to different concentrations of 21-base long target.
ADLS signal consisted of the raw scattering signal minus the background
signal (scattering cell+ hybridization buffer). (Bottom left) Fractal
dimension analysis. ADLS data plotted as log(Ivv(q)/Ivv(0)) vs log(q),
30° e θ e 80°. The linear regression analysis (lines) of each oligo-
target concentration was done forθ ranging from 30° e θ e 60°
(0.0034e q(θ) e 0.010 nm-1). (Bottom right) Guinier anlysis. Plot of
the natural log of scattering intensity vs the square of the wavevector.
The different data sets are the angle-dependent scattering intensity
(30° e θ e 80°) for the four different concentrations of target-oligo.
The lines represent the linear fit for the lowq region (θ e 70°) of each
data set.

I(q) ∝ exp(q(θ)2Rg2

3 ) (3)

Rg ) [-3‚
d(ln(I(q))

d(q2) ]1/2

(4)

Table 1

target concentration (nM) Rg (nm) Df

0.04 215 1.3
1.56 245 1.6
62.5 251 1.9
2500 260 2.5

Figure 2. Df as a function of concentration of 21-base and 30-base long
target oligonucleotides.
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